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Investing is a
lifelong journey.
Are YOU on course?
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Each of us creates our own investment path based
upon our goals, time horizon, current situation, and
tolerance for risk. Too often, what we are lacking are
clear directions which is why RWS employs disciplined,
yet flexible, goals-based portfolio strategies.

The diagram below illustrates the three major stages the investor faces during their
investment journey. The thick white line depicts a hypothetical investor’s journey.
To find your appropriate portfolio strategy, we first determine your stage and, then,
align risk tolerance with your desired goals – accumulating wealth; preserving wealth;
distributing wealth.
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Q4
Strong stock market gains in the fourth quarter of 2017 capped off a year of impressive performance from
the global equity markets that left many indices at or near their all-time highs.

G

Data source: Bloomberg

lobal equities benefited from positive economic
conditions in most markets. The U.S. saw continued low
unemployment and inflation, strong economic growth, healthy
corporate profits, and increased optimism among consumers and
businesses. The passage of a major tax bill that will cut corporate
tax rates also boosted equities. Overseas, improving economic
fundamentals—coupled with continued efforts by many foreign
central banks to stimulate their economies—boosted stock prices.

Throughout the quarter, stock market volatility remained at
historically low levels—with the S&P 500 never moving more
than 1% (either higher or lower) during any trading day. This
environment of rock-bottom volatility defined much of 2017—and
we will discuss it and its implications for investors in depth later in
this report.

GROWTH AND LARGE CAP DOMINATE

For the quarter, the S&P 500 was up 6.6%—the index’s best
quarterly performance in two years—while international stocks (as
measured by the S&P Global Ex-US BMI Index) were up 5.0% (See
Chart 1).

Growth stocks in the fourth quarter once again bested value
stocks (see Chart 2)—just as they did during the first three
quarters of 2017. The momentum fueling technology stocks—
which represent a large portion of the growth stock universe—
continued into year-end, despite some selling pressure that
temporarily slowed the tech sector’s ascent.

This was the only quarter in 2017 in which domestic stocks beat
international equities. U.S. outperformance was driven largely
by the passage of a Congressional tax bill that cuts taxes for U.S.
companies, which are expected to use the extra money to boost
their share prices. Additionally, U.S. stocks benefited from endof-the-year portfolio rebalancing, as investors shifted some assets
out of international stocks that had performed strongly all year
and into domestic equities.

However, the performance gap between growth and value
was significantly smaller in the fourth quarter than it was in the
previous three. This was due in part to the headwinds that tech
stocks faced in the quarter, particularly as some investors locked in
profits by selling tech and other growth stocks that had performed
especially well during 2017.

CHART 1: U.S. STOCKS LEAD THE WAY IN THE 4TH QUARTER

CHART 2: GROWTH STOCKS OUTPERFORM VALUE STOCKS
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CHART 3: LARGE-CAPS OUTRUN SMALL-CAPS

CHART 4: S&P SECTOR LEADERS AND LAGGARDS
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That said, value stocks also rallied during the quarter:
•

•

The Federal Reserve Board raised a key short-term interest
rate—a move that tends to boost profits for many financial
services companies (a sector that makes up much of the value
stock universe).
Another factor: The energy sector, which is a significant
component of the overall value stock universe, posted strong
returns due to rising oil prices. The U.S. benchmark oil price
soared nearly 17% this quarter.

Meanwhile, large-company stocks significantly outpaced smallcompany shares (see Chart 3). Many of the most prominent and
popular large companies today are technology firms that investors
favored throughout the year (such as Facebook, Google parent
company Alphabet, and Apple). This created momentum among
large-caps. In addition, large companies often generate much of
their sales from overseas markets—which, as noted, are enjoying
stronger economies and consumers who willing to spend more
money than in the past.

SECTOR WINNERS AND LOSERS
As seen in Chart 4, there were sizable gaps between the topperforming sectors of the U.S. stock market and the worst
performers during the fourth quarter.
On the plus side:
•
Technology stocks continued their run, due to their strong
revenue and earnings growth prospects, despite a few
stumbles along the way.

Consumer Discretionary

9.9%

Information Technology

9.0%

Financials

8.6%

Real Estate

3.2%

Health Care

1.5%

Utilities

0.2%

•

Consumer discretionary stocks—shares of companies that sell
non-essential goods and services—rose sharply due to rising
confidence among U.S. consumers. For example, consumers’
optimism about the economy hit a 17-year high last quarter,
while the holiday shopping season was the best for retailers
in six years.

•

The financial services sector benefited from the Fed’s
decision to raise a key short-term interest rate, which helps
banks’ profits. In addition, a new Chairman of the Federal
Reserve Board was chosen, and it appears that the transition
in leadership will be smooth.

In contrast:
•
Utilities, which pay out much of their earnings as dividends to
shareholders, suffered as short-term rates rose in the wake of
the Fed’s policy decision.
•

Health care underperformed in part because it is a
traditionally defensive sector that does best in relatively
difficult economic environments—and the quarter was
certainly not challenging from an economic perspective.

•

Real estate also lagged due to rising interest rates and
because the new tax law threatens some of the mortgage
interest deduction.

JAPAN AND EMERGING MARKETS SHINE INTERNATIONALLY

Despite lagging the U.S. market during the fourth quarter,
international markets posted strong gains from October through
December. As noted earlier, the S&P Global Ex-US BMI Index was
up 5.0% for the quarter.
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Data source: Bloomberg

CHART 5: EMERGING MARKETS OUTPERFORM DEVELOPED

CHART 6: JAPAN BESTS EUROPE IN Q4
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Strong performance from international stocks was a major trend
in 2017, with foreign equities outpacing the U.S. market in three of
the four quarters.
As was the case all year, emerging markets once again led the
charge internationally during the most recent quarter—outpacing
developed markets with a gain of 6.8% (see Chart 5). Emerging
markets’ valuations remained attractive—lower than valuations
in many developed markets around the globe. Their growth
prospects also were relatively strong, benefited by rising prices in
commodities (such as oil) that many emerging market economies
depend on. In addition, emerging markets’ currencies generally
remained stable.
Among developed international regions, Japan was the top
performer—outpacing developed European markets by 10
percentage points (see Chart 6). Japan is undergoing policy
changes that are stimulating the economy and business
investment in ways that have not been seen there in many years.
During the quarter, for example, Japan saw better-than-expected
results in:
•
•
•

core machine orders
industrial production
producer prices

S&P Europe
350 (USD)

LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES IN BONDS
Bond market performance was generally lackluster during the
fourth quarter. Fixed-income investors saw the bond yield
curve flatten throughout most of the quarter—meaning that the
difference in yields between short-term bonds and long-term
bonds became smaller and more compressed. This flattening
resulted from yields on short- and intermediate-term bonds rising
and yields on longer-term bonds falling. For example:
•
•
•

The yield on the 2-year Treasury note ended the
quarter at 1.88%, up from 1.48% at the start.
The yield on the 10-year Treasury bill ended the
quarter at 2.41%, up from 2.33% at the start.
The 30-year Treasury bond yield fell to 2.74%, down
from 2.86% at the start.

The flattened yield curve was driven by two main factors.
1. Shorter-term bond yields, which are influenced heavily by
the Fed’s monetary policy decisions, rose in response to the
Fed raising a key short-term interest rate (the Federal Funds
rate) during the quarter—the third such rate cut during 2017
(See Chart 7)
2. L onger-term bond yields, which are influenced largely
by inflation expectations, fell due to continued signs of
low inflation and expectations that inflation would likely

www.rwsgroup.org
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CHART 7: THE FEDERAL FUNDS RATE IN Q4

CHART 9: BOND SECTOR RETURNS IN Q4
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remain low for the foreseeable future. A low inflation
environment makes long-term bonds less risky and
more attractive. In addition, despite their historically low
yields, long-term U.S. debt securities remained attractive
to foreign buyers—largely because bonds issued by
other governments continued to yield even less than
Treasuries.
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The flattening of the yield curve over the course of the fourth
quarter can be seen in Chart 8.

In terms of performance, longer-duration bonds generated the
best returns in the fixed-income markets during the quarter—
with the ICE U.S. Treasury 20+ Year Bond Index up 2.58%.
This trend also helped investment-grade corporate bonds
perform relatively well, as those
securities tend to be longerterm in nature. Corporate
CHART 8: THE YIELD CURVE FLATTENS IN Q4
bonds also benefited from the
strong economy and the healthy
balance sheets of the companies
issuing them.
In contrast, the overall broadbased bond market was up
just 0.4% as represented by
the Bloomberg Barclays US
Aggregate Total Return Index.
Indeed, outside of the longerduration bond space, U.S. bond
sector returns were relatively flat
and very similar to each other
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(see Chart 9).
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ARE YOU PREPARED FOR
MARKET TURBULENCE?
It all started back on March 9, 2009.
On that day, the U.S. stock market—which had plummeted more than 50%
from its October, 2007 high—began an ascent that has continued right up
through the end of 2017.
As we approach the 9-year anniversary of this bull market, take a moment
to reflect on how far we’ve come. Since March 9, 2009:
• The S&P 500 is up approximately 370%.
• The top-performing sectors over that time include
consumer discretionary (up 525%), technology
(454%) and financials (453%).

This extended bull run has not come without challenges. But financial
markets have proven to be remarkably resilient over this period. As seen
in Chart 10 on the following page, equities since early 2009 have had a
largely smooth ride with few major interruptions.

Data source: Bloomberg

Image credit: Shutterstock

* all data through 12/31/17
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That brings us to 2017—a year that saw some truly
extraordinary developments in the U.S. stock market.
Chief among them:

3.

4.

Stocks hit 62 daily all-time highs, far above the
average of 29 that have occurred in years when at
least one new high was reached, according to CFRA
(Center for Financial Research and Analysis).
Volatility—the daily ups and downs of stock
prices—was historically low. The S&P moved by one
percent or more on only eight trading days. The
average, since 1945: 50 days.
On a total-return basis (including dividends), the
S&P in December 2017 recorded its 14th straight
positive month—an all-time record.

WE RECOMMEND YOU KEEP YOUR SEAT BELT
FASTENED WHILE SEATED...
To see why those results, and others like them, should
perhaps give you pause, consider this story:
Last summer, a flight from Athens, Greece to
Philadelphia had been cruising along for about
30 minutes when, out of nowhere, the plane hit
severe and unexpected turbulence. Before anyone
(including the flight crew in the cabin) could
react, the plane shook and plummeted—sending
beverages flying through the air and, more seriously,
knocking passengers into the walls and ceiling of
the plane. When all was said and done, 10 people
on that plane were hospitalized—with injuries that
included a dislocated shoulder. Of course, even the
people who escaped injury were deeply shaken up.
“Insane,” reported one passenger. “They said for the
flight attendants to get to their seats, and they didn’t
even have time. Babies screaming, people in front of
us hitting the ceiling.”

Data source: Bloomberg
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The S&P 500’s 21.3% return stands in stark contrast
to the index’s long-term average return since 1926
of just 10.1%

That story serves as a reminder that just because a
journey has been smooth and easy for some time
doesn’t mean it will stay that way. In fact, in the
investment world, smooth rides have a well-established
history of becoming turbulent—often very quickly and
without much warning. It’s called reversion to the mean:
when markets reach extreme levels, they eventually
move back to their more historically “normal” levels.
Sometimes that move is sharp, fast and intense.
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Prudent investors know that the market environment
that we have experienced—especially during 2017—
simply cannot last forever. Typically, markets experience
a 20% correction every five to seven years. In contrast,
we are currently in our eighth year without a 20%
correction (since March 9, 2009, the S&P 500 price index
has had a maximum drawdown of 19.4%). Meanwhile,
the average calendar-year loss has been just 7.8% for
the last five years (see Chart 11).

CHART 11: S&P 500 ANNUAL MAXIMUM LOSS

ANNUAL MA X LOSS (%)

1.

CHART 10: S&P 500 (3/9/2009–12/31/2017)
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What’s more, the belief that “it’s different this time”—
the four most expensive words in the English language,
according to famed investor Sir John Templeton—has
been proven false time and time again throughout
the market’s history, as wild party after wild party has
inevitably led to hangovers.

Consider a few of the positive indicators as we enter
into the new year:
1.

Global central bank liquidity is still positive.
Although the Federal Reserve is winding down its
accommodative monetary policy, the slow pace of
that unwinding is having a relative minor impact
in the global liquidity marketplace. Meanwhile,
central banks around the world—the European
Central Bank, the Bank of Japan, the Bank of
England and the People’s Bank of China—are still
taking steps to generate additional liquidity in their
economic systems (some aggressively, some less
so). Such accommodative policies help to support
prices of financial assets.

2.

U.S. tax cuts and deregulation. 2017 ended with a
massive tax cut bill passed by Congress, with the
bulk of the bill focused on significantly reducing
the amount of taxes that U.S. businesses pay.
Although equity prices rose leading up to the
bill’s passage, the details of the actual bill and
its possible impact on corporate balance sheets
hadn’t (as of the end of 2017) been fully priced
into the stock market. As the new law is better
understood by investors—and as its impact is
felt among businesses—there is the potential for
upward revisions in corporate revenue estimates
and corporate profit estimates. Likewise, if
companies use the additional money from tax cuts
to buy back their shares, stock prices could be
further supported.

That means it’s time to ask yourself a vitally important
question:

Are you prepared to protect the wealth you
have created over the past eight-plus years
from market losses that are, at some point,
inevitable?
Certainly, the time to consider that question is
now—when markets are at or near their historical
highwater marks—and not later, during a period
when prices are declining. Just as those airline
passengers who had their seatbelts on were spared
the worst injuries, you should consider having a risk
mitigation strategy in place and at the ready before
it’s needed. That way, major losses can potentially
be avoided or at least mitigated. Digging around
for the financial equivalent of a seatbelt while the
market is gyrating can damage your hard-earned
wealth—and perhaps even dislocate your goalsbased financial plan.
As an investor, you have tough choices to make. On
one hand, you have to decide how to be set up to
safeguard wealth against loss. On the other hand,
you have to determine how you can still capture
market gains if they continue despite some extreme
conditions.
Eventually, markets will fall. But it’s how an investor
chooses to be ready for that decline that can make
all the difference. And the best time to make that
decision is before losses occur—losses that can
allow fear and confusion to override the smart,
rational decision-making that is a hallmark of goalsbased investment success.

In addition, government deregulation under
the current administration continues. Policies
designed to roll back regulations could cause
companies to feel the political environment is
more business friendly—and spark them to invest
in new initiatives and expand operations. One
sign that deregulation is having a positive impact
on businesses is the business confidence data in
recent months—particularly among small business,
which make up the bulk of the U.S. business
community.
•

Data source: Bloomberg

A POSITIVE OUTLOOK FOR 2018
It’s important to note that Horizon does not anticipate
a major market downturn in the coming months.
Numerous signs suggest that 2018 should continue to
be positive for financial markets overall.

•
•

www.rwsgroup.org

Late last year, small-businesses optimism hit
its highest level in 34 years, according to an
index released by the National Federation of
Independent Business (NFIB).
The number of owners who said it’s a “good time
to expand” rose 4 points from the previous month.
A net 24% of small-business owners said they
plan to create new jobs—a record reading.
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What’s more, the actual results of these developments
still have yet to occur. If they do, companies’ better
bottom-line results could boost asset prices.

including Horizon—confidence that asset prices may
have longer to run.

3. L ow interest rates around the globe. As 2017 ended,
the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield remained historically
low—at 2.41%. But that low yield is actually high
relative to yields on other governments’ debt. Such
low rates help support higher earnings multiples
for equities, of course. They also support corporate
borrowing and expansion. If the Fed raises rates
slowly and gradually, as investors anticipate, interest
rates should continue to remain at relatively low
levels.

All that said, it would be foolish after a nearly nineyear bull run to assume that only a rosy scenario could
possibly unfold. To do so would be to willfully ignore
the risks and the lessons of market history.

4. Strength in the European and Japanese economies.
Much of the stock market’s long bull run has been
driven by the U.S., as many other developed
nations experienced economic difficulties they
found challenging to overcome. That has begun to
shift, however, and the rest of the world appears
to be “playing catch up” with the U.S. Economic
barometers in Europe and Japan, in particular,
have recently reached their strongest levels since
the financial crisis of 2008. Industrial production in
Japan, for example, has been extremely robust and
looks to continue into 2018.

WHAT HAS INVESTORS WORRIED

The fact that investors have been “drinking from the
punchbowl” for so long—remember that by historical
standards we should have experienced a 20% market
correction since 2009 but have not—has left some
important metrics of the market’s health at extremes.
That, in turn, has created market dynamics that could
accelerate the negative impact of a market downturn,
should one occur.

1. Volatility
Without a doubt, the most extreme condition currently
at work is volatility—the market’s ups and downs on any
given day.
As noted above, 2017 was a year of historic lows for
volatility. For example:

This is healthy for equity markets. As the rally
spreads out to other nations, continued stock market
gains become less dependent on just the U.S.

•

The upshot: There are favorable characteristics in the
current market environment that gives many investors—

2017 was the least volatile year for the stock
market since 1964—more than 50 years ago. For
the vast majority of investors and money managers
today, this is unchartered territory—the least
volatility environment they have ever experienced.
(Note: In 1966, stocks were down 10.1%)

CHART 12: EXPECTED VOLATILITY IN THE STOCK MARKET HITS AN ALL-TIME LOW

VIX INDEX LEVEL

Data source: Bloomberg
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HOW STOCKS REACTED DURING FOUR PREVIOUS TIMES WHEN THE VIX SPIKED
MAY 2006

APRIL/MAY 2010

AUGUST 2011

 The VIX doubled
from 12—its lowest
ever level at that
time—to 24

The VIX soared from
15 to 40 in the wake
of an impasse in
Congress over the
debt ceiling.

S&P’s downgrade of
the United States’
credit rating pushed
the VIX from 18 to 50

 The VIX spiked to
40 from 13 when
China devalued its
currency.

 S&P 500 return:
-20% (7/22/11 –
8/8/11)

 S&P 500 return:
-10% (8/18/15 –
8/25/15)

 S&P 500 return:
-10% (5/10/06 –
6/13/06)

 S&P 500 return:
-15% (5/1/10 – 7/1/10)

•

The eight days in which the S&P 500 rose or fell by
1% or more were the lowest number of such days
since the mid-1960s as well.

•

Last year also saw the second-lowest maximum
drawdown in the S&P 500 in history, after 1995.
The S&P 500 was never down by 3% or more at any
moment in 2017 (in terms of close-to-close values).

Estimated volatility also hit rock-bottom levels in 2017.
For example, expected future market volatility is most
commonly measured by the CBOE Volatility Index, or
VIX. A high or rising VIX suggests that stock prices as
a whole may fluctuate more severely in the near term,
while a low or falling VIX tells investors that prices may
not swing much at all going forward.
•

•

2017 saw the lowest average VIX level since 1990—
the year the VIX index was first introduced (see
Chart 12). For the year, the VIX averaged just 11—
versus an average of 20 during the past decade
In late December, the VIX closed at its lowest
settlement price in history.

Simply put, investors last year very rarely worried that
stock prices would see-saw wildly.

Data source: Bloomberg

Historically, there are two things that tend to happen in
markets characterized by extremely low volatility:
1.

Sometimes, low volatility begets more low volatility,
and we experience more of the same.

2.

Sometimes when volatility is extremely stretched,
it snaps back—rising sharply, rapidly and
unexpectedly (similar to how turbulence hit that
airplane)—and creates significant losses.

AUGUST 2015

We don’t know with certainty how 2018 and beyond
will play out, of course. But the VIX’s previous lows can
serve as a possible guide for what could potentially
come next. Consider how stocks reacted during four
previous times when the VIX spiked (shown above).

2. Consumer confidence
Another market metric that has been stretched to a
historic extreme is consumer confidence. As noted
earlier, consumers’ optimism about the economy hit a
17-year high last year. And just 15.2% of Americans in
December said jobs were hard to get—a 16-year low.
Make no mistake: A happy, optimistic consumer can
be a sign of good things to come—especially since
consumer spending makes up about two-thirds of the
U.S. GDP.
That said, the last time consumer confidence was this
high was in 2000—a year in which the stock market
ended down 9.1% and that saw the start of three
consecutive years of negative returns. In the wake of
those losses, consumer confidence tumbled.
This is not to say that today’s historic consumer
confidence levels are a harbinger of doom. But it serves
as another good reminder that in the financial markets,
extreme conditions don’t stay extreme forever.

3. Investor complacency
Instead of an asset bubble—such as tech stocks in the
late 1990s—today we may have a complacency bubble
among investors. Essentially, low volatility coupled with
continued gains has made investors extraordinarily
confident about the prospects for stocks—so confident
that they may be overlooking the fact that investing by

www.rwsgroup.org
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its very nature involves the possibility of loss.
Consider these findings:
•

50.5% of investors are bullish on the market and
expect prices will be higher in six months, according
to a recent AAII investor sentiment survey. That’s
the highest bullish level in nearly two years, and
significantly above the 38.5% historical average.

•

Meanwhile, the percentage of bearish investors has
dropped to 25.6%.

•

Optimism has gotten so high that cash balances for
Charles Schwab clients reached their lowest level
on record in the third quarter, according to Morgan
Stanley.

Optimism is a good thing. It can help to push stock prices
higher. But it also can reflect a mood of overconfidence
among investors—an outlook that says “nothing can go
wrong.” Investors with that attitude may not handle an
unexpected negative event well.
Think about it this way: You’ve been driving on a smooth
road for hundreds of miles and feel comfortable and
at ease. So much so that your attention wanders a bit.
Suddenly, you hit a big pothole that you didn’t see
coming. Chances are, that big and unexpected bump is
going to jar you from your comfort and make you nervous
that your vehicle is damaged. It’s only natural.
Such complacency can be especially dangerous if your
goals are approaching fast. Consider the baby boomers,
for example, who control the bulk of the individual assets
invested in the markets. The baby boomers are now
approximately 10 years older than they were when the
current bull market began—which means they’re also 10
years closer to their financial goals such as retirement.
So even as the market has risen over that time with few
speedbumps along the way, the boomers have become
increasingly more risk averse and more sensitive to losses
as they approach the time they may need to tap into their
investment capital.
For many of these investors, strong returns and low
volatility have come to feel like the norm—even as their
tolerance and ability to withstand losses has, for the
most part, consistently diminished. If volatility does
increase from its rock-bottom levels, it may feel unfamiliar,
uncomfortable and nerve-wracking for these investors—
simply because they haven’t had to deal with it for so long.

What’s more, it might not take extreme volatility or a major
stock market loss to put these investors on edge. Even
if volatility rises just to its historical average, that’s a big
jump from where we are today—and it could be enough to
spook complacent investors who aren’t prepared.
If that happens, investors’ emotions could get the best of
them—and trigger a major market downturn as they sell in
a panic.

4. Market dynamics
There are underlying structural issues at work in the
financial markets today that are unlikely to create a
downturn, but that could make a market decline much
more severe once it gets started.
One example: There are now a large number of volatilitybased investments—such as exchange traded notes that
invest in VIX futures in an effort to make money based on
changes in the volatility environment. These ETNs have
taken in large amounts of money from investors looking to
profit from the current extreme environment for volatility
noted above. These ETNs generally use systematic trading
strategies that are designed to execute certain type of
trades if specific events happen.
Say stock prices begin to fall and the VIX rises by 60%
to 80%, for example. That may sound like an enormous
increase, but from current levels it would still put the VIX
around 17—below its long-term average.
That increase, should it occur, could start a vicious cycle
by forcing some ETNs to buy significant amounts of VIX
futures—more than the average daily trading volume
of VIX futures. That, in turn, could push up the VIX even
more—creating additional downward pressure on stocks if
investors panic over the spike in volatility. Ultimately, this
scenario could force the liquidation of many VIX-focused
ETN investments. As they close out their short VIX futures
positions, the VIX could spike even further—putting still
more pressure on stocks. And selling pressures would
push the VIX even higher. These developments, taken
together, could turn a modest decline in stock prices into
a major correction—or even a crash.
This is not a situation we believe is likely to occur, but
it is a possibility—one for which we need to be vigilant
and respond intelligently should it happen.

www.rwsgroup.org
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FASTEN SEAT BELT WHILE SEATED

The Role of Risk Mitigation Strategies
Of course, there are numerous ways to guard against risks that might cause asset prices
to fall—some of which are more effective than others. We believe any risk mitigation
strategy should be structured to address three main investor concerns:

Protect against catastrophic loss. Despite all the attention it gets,

01

market volatility is not the only (or necessarily the best) measure of risk. For most
investors—especially those who are nearing the time when they need to tap into
their portfolios to pay for a major goal—the biggest threat is a major loss in the
value of their investments. The closer they get to their goal, the less time they
have to make up large losses—and the less tolerance they tend to have for the
big swings in value that an aggressive growth portfolio might experience.
Therefore, the biggest goal of risk mitigation should be to avoid or minimize
catastrophic loss. Note that this doesn’t mean trying to prevent all losses—nor is
that possible. When investors attempt to sidestep even small declines, they risk
being out of strong markets that allow them to continue growing their wealth.
We believe the key is to mitigate the risk of a major loss that could potentially
derail their ability to achieve their financial goals.

Participate in up markets. The vast majority of investors invest so their

02

money will grow in pursuit of their financial goals. That’s true even for most
investors who are closing in on those goals. Even as they approach the “big
moment”—retirement, college tuition payments and so on—most investors still
need to keep building wealth to get them across the finish line.
That’s why it’s important to have a risk mitigation strategy that allows investors to
participate in the market’s gains when those gains occur. Sitting on the sidelines
while the market rises could potentially pose as big a risk to achieving a goal as
could a major loss. Certainly, the amount of participation in up markets should
be tailored around an investor’s tolerance for loss—but a risk mitigation strategy
shouldn’t be structured so investors miss out entirely on gains.

Be discipled and rules-based to avoid emotional reactions.

03

Risk mitigation has to help investors stay disciplined in their decision making
so they avoid making rash, emotion-driven moves with their wealth that could
prove costly. Therefore, effective risk mitigation should be rules-based to ensure
there’s a clear and consistent process for when to put risk safeguards in place,
and when to remove or lower those safeguards. If investors don’t understand
the what, when and why of a risk mitigation strategy, they may be more likely to
panic when markets tumble. A strategy that is well defined, well communicated
and systematic can create much-needed clarity and consistency.
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Start your journey with RWS and
discover the difference!
It’s simple...
We confirm your goals
We see which stage you’re in
We assess your risk tolerance
We implement the appropriate portfolio strategy

Securities offered through Registered Representatives of Cambridge Investment Research, Inc., a registered broker-dealer Member FINRA/
SIPC. Advisory services offered through Cambridge Investment Research Advisers, Inc., a Registered Investment Adviser. RWS Financial
Group and Cambridge are not affiliated.
‘The strategies advertised herein are not designed based on the individual needs of any one specific client or investor. Prior to opening an
account utilizing a strategy advertised herein, your advisor will consult with you to determine if your financial objectives are appropriate for
investing in the strategy. Investing in securities involves risk of loss, including loss of principal. Further, depending on the different types of
investments there may be varying degrees of risk. Clients and prospective clients should be prepared to bear investment loss’.
www.rwsgroup.org
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If you are seeking guidance; want a firm
with the experience, know-how, and
genuine desire to see you through the
investment journey….

look no further!
734-513-7370
INFO@RWSGROUP.ORG

www.rwsgroup.org
www.rwsgroup.org
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